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It is gratifying to note that TCS TechBytes jointly organized by BITES and TCS
has evolved as an alternate platform for showcasing talent among Engineering
Students and is awaited by them in eager anticipation. This state-wide
competition is now in its fourth year gathering momentum and gaining popularity
year after year. Over one hundred institutions participated in this year's
competition from all over Karnataka surpassing our expectations. BMSCE,
Bangalore deservedly won the coveted trophy edging out NITK, Suratkal in a
closely contested final. In fact BMSCE has lifted the trophy three times in four
years setting a record for itself and motivating other institutions to follow.
The competition has served to broaden the perspective of students and bring awareness among
students about different aspects related to Information Technology; be it technological issues, business
related issues, societal issues etc. It has sharpened the intellect of the competitors, improving their
ability to think out of box, helping them to work as team; honing the very same skills expected when they
join an IT company after their graduation.
Through this competition BITES is trying to reach out and touch base with every student with a message
that “If you have the potential we will give an opportunity to make the most of it”. In fact many students
belonging to not so fancied Engineering Institutions located in the hinterland of Karnataka have
surprised their fellow competitors from established colleges and walked away with prizes.
We thank TCS management for sponsoring this event and specially Shri N.G. Subramaniam for his
enthusiastic support. TCS team lead by Ms. Shobha Murthy has done an admirable job.
Our thanks are also due to our member Institutions who have hosted the regional and state finals at their
respective premises. Hope the journey continues with more vigor and purpose.

The enthusiastic participation of engineering students across Karnataka during
the fourth edition of TCS TechBytes is indeed very encouraging. It indicates the
growing popularity of the program and the quest to learn more on the technology
front among students.
TCS TechBytes encourages participants to develop an understanding of
technology in a changing landscape. The program aims at fostering lateral
thinking and teamwork among students, underlining that learning is a continuous
process for one to excel in a competitive environment.
We truly appreciate the support we received from BITES and all the engineering institutions and look
forward to the next edition.

Gogte Institute clinch TCS TechBytes Hubli Regionals
The fourth edition of TCS TechBytes, organized for engineering students
in Karnataka by the Board for IT Education Standards (BITES) Govt. of
Karnataka and Tata Consultancy Services, kick-started with the Hubli
Regional Round on 23rd March.
Conducted at the sprawling BVB College of Engineering, the campus
was abuzz with engineering students from nearby regions converging to
participate in the quiz. Many had travelled over 150 km to participate in
the program. Students from the college were enthusiastic volunteers,
ensuring that the event went off smoothly.
TCS TechBytes this year was based on the theme of Chess, as quizzing
is also a mind game. The quiz had the following rounds – Secilian Move,
King Pins, Dark Knight and Checkmate. Each of the rounds tested the
students spectrum of knowledge in the IT sphere.
The engineering students went through the motions of a written preliminary round and the top 6 teams
who qualified on stage were
- Gogte Institute of Technology, Belgaum - Pratik & Chaitanya
- Proudhadevaraya Institute of Technology, Bellary -Ankitha & ManasaPujari
- Basaveshwar Engineering College, Bagalkot – Yunus & Murugesh
- BVB College of Engineering (BVBCET), Hubli – Anusha Shetty & Nirusha Shetty
- KLECET, Belgaum - Akshata G & Anusha Badkar
- Government Engineering College, Haveri - Anoop & Sunil Kumar
With a new format, the finals began with Gogte Institute quickly converting the passes to amass
maximum points. The sharp girls team from BVBCET answered some great questions to narrow the
lead . After two rounds it looked like a tussle between Gogte - Belgaum, BVBCET - Hubli and
Basaveshwar Engineering College - Bagalkot.
Fortunes did not turn much in the favour of the other teams despite the introduction of the buzzer
rounds. Though the girls from BVBCET took calculated risks in trying to catch up with Gogte, a couple of
negative points set them back. While the contest did witness fierce competition from these two teams,
BEC – Bagalkot tried their best to reduce the lead only to be second best at the buzzers.
The tussle for second place was the one to watch out for with BEC – Bagalkot just pipping BVBCET –
Hubli to finish runners-up. The huge lead that they managed through their consistent performance in the
quiz ensured that Gogte Institute of Technology were crowned Hubli Regional Champions of Tech Bytes
2013.
The Winners took home an educational scholarship of Rs.12,000, a glittering trophy and prizes from
TCS. The Runners-up received an educational scholarship of Rs 8000 and prizes from TCS. The teams
that stood 3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th received wireless mouse, haversacks, wallets, cellphone holders, T-shirts,
coffee mugs and Fastrack giftcards. All the participants were also given certificates.
RESULTS
WINNER : Gogte Institute of Technology, Belgaum - Pratik & Chaitanya
l
RUNNER-UP : Basaveshwar Engineering College, Bagalkot – Yunus & Murugesh
l

Triumph for BKIT – Bidar at Gulbarga
In the second leg of TCS TECHBYTES 2013, teams
from in and around Gulbarga; took part in the regional
level quiz final at PDA College of Engineering, jointly
organized by Tata Consultancy Services and the Board
for IT Education Standards (BITES)
The enthusiastic participants were well on time and fully
geared to face the questions from Quizmaster Lloyd
Saldanha. The 20 question prelim seemed to breeze
past as the teams egged on the quizmaster to ask the
next question. They were up to the task and did not ask
for too many clues except for the ones prompted by the
quizmaster. After forty minutes of correction and
employing the inbuilt tie breakers, the final six were thus:

Bheemanna Khandre Institute of Technology, Bidar – Rupangshu Ranjan / Suryan N

l

BLDEA's CET, Bijapur - Kushal B & Rohit B

l

KBN College of Engineering, Gulburga – Aafiya Noorain & Sumajyya Juhi

l

PDACE, Gulbarga - Bilal Ahmed & Supreeth N

l

AIET, Gulbarga – Roopashree & Ashwini

l

BasavakalyanEngg College, Bidar - Ankita K & Archana H

l

The first few rounds perhaps were like an ice breaker to the teams, many of whom had been selected for
the first time for a regional final. They were nervous, yet they seemed to be coming into their own after
the first two rounds. The initial rounds had the points evenly spread with no team racing to an early lead.
With the buzzer rounds being a part of the quiz, slowly but steadily BKIT- Bidar, BLDEA's CET- Bijapur
and PDACE – Gulbarga started progressing faster than the other teams and garnering points quickly.
The lateral thinking round brought out some great answers yet it was the same teams on an even keel,
with two rounds to go.
The penultimate round saw teams go into an overdrive mode to score more points, thereby being
susceptible to negative points for incorrect answers. It was the negative points that got BLDEA's CET –
Bijapur off the race for the top position. In the final round BKIT – Bijapur answered some really tough
questions to edge past the challenge from PDACE – Gulbarga who had to settle for second place
despite their best efforts.
Dr. Awanti – Principal Incharge and Head of the Civil Engineering Dept. was the chief guest and gave
away the prizes. He appreciated the efforts of TCS and BITES for providing the students with a platform
like TCS TechBytes and also encouraged them to prepare better for the future.
RESULTS
WINNER : Bheemanna Khandre Institute of Technology, Bidar – Rupangshu Ranjan / Suryan N

l

RUNNER -UP : PDACE, Gulbarga - Bilal Ahmed / Supreeth N

l

CIT pip KIT to Tumkur Title

The third leg of this year's TCS TechBytes was
held at Siddaganga Institute of Technology,
Tumkur and saw a participation of over 175
teams coming from long distances and arriving
at the auditorium in time for the program.
Students did well in the prelims with high scores.
The final six teams moving into the finale were:

Sri Venkateshwara College of Engineering - Bangalore: Aditya L Prabhu & Chaitra Pradeep

l

Kalpataru Institute of Technology (KIT)- Tumkur: Kunal Singh & Vittal Pai

l

BMS Institute of Technology - Bangalore: Prahlad Suresh &. Prachet Verma

l

Siddaganga Institute of Technology - Tumkur: Santosh GS &. Sai Manoj KR

l

Chanabasveshwara Institute of Technology (CIT) - Tumkur: Rahul Raina & Karthik C

l

East West Institute of Technology - Bangalore: Mohammed Farhan & Nishant Singh
The final was a close battle between KIT - Tumkur and CIT - Tumkur, the former leading most of the quiz
with some brilliant early strikes. It however took just a couple of rounds for CIT to play catch up with KIT
and with two rounds to go it seemed like Kalpataru Institute might just hold off the other challengers with
their calm and collected display.
In the final round it was the calm and collected nature that seemed to be Kapataru's Achilles Heel. With a
ten point lead and an entire fifty points to play for, KIT played a dangerous game without taking any risks
and waiting for CIT and East West (who were also closing in on KIT) to make unforced errors. A ploy that
backfired as East West made those unforced errors but a resolute Chanabasveshwara Institute of
Technology went ahead and scored those crucial points. When the final scores were tabled it was CIT
that won the quiz with a narrow five mark margin, leaving KIT a stunned onlooker.
The Director of Siddaganga Institute of Technology Dr. M.N. Chanabasappa and the Principal Mr
Shivakumaraih graced the TCS TechBytes and gave away the prizes to the teams.
RESULTS
WINNER : Chanabasveshwara Institute of Technology - Tumkur: Rahul Raina &. Karthik C

l

RUNNER UP : Kalpataru Institute of Technology - Tumkur: Kunal Singh &. Vittal Pai

l

Confident NIE win Mysore Round
The Mysore regional round of the TCS
Te c h b y t e s 2 0 1 3 c o n d u c t e d a t S r i
Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
witnessed enthusiastic participation from
students of the region.
After running through the stakes and rules of
the prelims the Quizmaster got the teams
started with the first of the 20 question in the
prelim. All the teams were prepared for the
questions and even refused several clues
during the course of the afternoon. Due to the
large number of teams taking part the
correction took time and after using the inbuilt
tie breakers the top six teams were arrived at:
The Finalists were…
Bahubali College of Engineering(BCE), Hassan- Harshit Kumar Shah & Anchal Jain

l

SJCE, Mysore – Adithya & Kevin Paul

l

Govt. Engineering College (GEC), Ram Nagar - Pramod & Vivek Bhargav

l

Shirdi Sai Engineering College, Bangalore – Shreyas & Sreehari

l

Don Bosco Institute of Technology, Bangalore - Rohini Chopra &. Ruchika Chopra

l

NIE Institute of Technology, Mysore - Ashish M Rao &Jayanth M

l

From the opening rounds it was NIE, Mysore that seemed to get off well. They were quick to latch on to
pass questions and answered their own confidently. They ran away with an early lead and let BCE –
Hassan, SJCE - Mysore, GEC – Ram Nagar and Shirdi Sai - Bangalore play catch up.
Questions on the buzzer seemed to have stumped the teams with many of them taking negatives at
regular intervals. The urgency in trying to gain lost ground played on the minds of the teams, resulting in
mistakes. Despite NIE taking their own share of negatives, they still led the quiz with the final round
across the bend.
A spirited fight back from SJCE, Mysore saw them score three out of the last five questions yet the
negatives in the earlier rounds hurt their effort in catching up with NIE who did their math and did not take
any unwanted risks to finally emerge as the Regional Champions of Mysore. The trailing pack did end up
with even points to fight it out for second place on the tie breaker. In a quick tie breaker round Shirdi Sai–
Bangalore managed to pip the other three teams to secure the runner-up position.
The Vice Principal & Dean of SJCE Dr. Shakeeb Ur Rahman appreciated the efforts of TCS & BITES
and congratulated the students on their performance
RESULTS
WINNER : NIE Institute of Technology, Mysore - Ashish M Rao / Jayanth M

l

RUNNER : Shirdi Sai Engineering College, Bangalore – Shreyas / Sreehari

l

Swashbuckling NITK crowned Mangalore Champions
After Mysore, TCS TechBytes moved to the port city of Mangalore
with Sahyadri Institute of Technology playing host to the event. With
over 300 keen participants, even the humidity of the city did not bring
down the enthusiasm.
From tech terminologies that have found their way into everyday life
to the latest digital wonders, the prelims had it all. The variety
stumped many a teams but the top teams withstood the preliminary
questions of TCS TechBytes to qualify for the finals at Mangalore. Six
top institutions from the prelim were selected to the regional final.
The Finalists were…
1. Mangalore Institute of Engineering & Technology(MIET) - Harsh
Bhat & Vinith Kumar
2. NMAMIT, Nitte – Raghavendra Kamath & Krishnananda Baliga
3.

Manipal Institute of Technology(MIT)– Nakul Kamath & VivekHegde

4.

St. JosephsEngineer College (SJEC)- Perumal Pandian & Puneeth Kumar

5.

NITK, Suratkal – Chaitanya K & Hemanth G

6.

Canara Engineering, DK – Rajath Kiran & Namratha A

The first couple of rounds saw an even contest building up, with NITK, NMAMIT, MIET& MIT all starting
well off the blocks. Flight Simulator's origins, Orphan Files and Wikipedia logo transition were all
questions posed by Quizmaster Lloyd Saldanha which the teams managed to answer and increase
their points tally. The visual round too found some great answers about Conrad Zuse, Mitchell Baker
and George Lucas, the answering of these resulted in NITK Suratkal taking an early lead with Nitte a
close second.
As a consistent play we have seen teams take more risks and hence take a couple of negatives this
year. In Mangalore too the story seemed to play with a similar script, with MIET jumping the gun on the
first question only to provide a confident yet incorrect answer and take negative points. But two good
and correct answers in quick succession by NITK saw them increase their lead.
With the battle for the position of regional champions heating up Nitte tried their best to answer
questions but the faster NITK team ensured that their position at the top of the pack was maintained.
Despite the last round creating a funny scenario with teams stopping the Quizmaster from completing
the question itself and providing completely incorrect answers, NITK kept calm and collected and let the
others make mistakes. Eventually their patience paid off and even a late surge from Nitte team could not
upstage the eventual champions who won the quiz with a massive fifty point lead.
Dr. Umesh Bhushi, the principal of Sahyadri College of Engineering was the chief guest and gave away
the prizes. He remarked that he would love to take part in an event like this would definitely enjoy
answering the questions posed by Quizmaster Lloyd Saldanha, he also wished the teams the very best
for the state final and towards their other endeavors.
RESULTS
WINNER : NITK, Suratkal – Chaitanya K & Hemanth G

l

RUNNER : NMAMIT, Nitte – Raghavendra Kamath & Krishnananda Baliga

l

BMSCE sets tone for State Final

After completing five regional rounds of TCS TechBytes 2013, the Bangalore regional final was held on
9th April at SJB Institute of Technology, Bangalore, which was followed by the State Finals. All the
regional champions from Hubli, Gulbarga, Tumkur, Mysore and Mangalore had arrived, eager to assess
their competition from Banglaore.
And Bangalore did set the tempo. The quizmaster appreciated the approach as it did show the
preparedness of the teams. A gruelling prelim led to the following six teams making it to the final.
The Finalists at Bangalore were :
BNMIT – Acha D Arvindl & Karthik K

l

PESSchool of Engineering– Vikram Kamath & Prashanth Rai

l

RV College of Engineering– Aditya Muttur & Vishnu Narayan

l

Oxford College of Engineering – Mukesh Ranjan & Jibran M

l

BMSCE – Akshat A & Arvind

l

REVA Institute of Technology& Management – Abdullah S & Laxmikant Soni

l

As the finals commenced, two teams PESSE and BMSCE seemed to have noted each other's presence
on stage and decided that they need to neutralise the others challenge to win the title. The first couple of
rounds were even with both teams leading the quiz with thirty points apiece.
The next round of the quiz, the first of the buzzer rounds seemed to decide the fate of the champions
with BMSCE scoring an unprecedented thirty points and taking a lead. As the quiz moved into final
frontier the duo from PESSE tried their level best yet came up twenty five points short. A brilliant battle as
the curtains came down and BMSCE had perhaps announced to the other champions they would
defend their state title with great vigour and leave behind any challenger in their wake.
RESULTS
WINNER : BMSCE – Akshat / Arvind

l

RUNNER UP : PESSE – Vikram / Prashanth

l

Consistent BMSCE Crowned State Champions
Championships are won they say on sheer
determination and a prepared team with great risk
taking abilities has no looking back. It was the State
Championships that were being fought for, the
contestants had come prepared and they were ready
to battle it out for the title of Champions. Six teams,
each deserving winners from their respective region
were invited on stage by Quizmaster Giri “Pickbrain”
Balasubramaniam.

The line up at the state finals was as follows:
Ashish M Rao & Jayanth M – NIE Institute of Technology, Mysore

l

Chaitanya K & Hemant G, NITK, Surathkal

l

Akshath A & Arvind V – BMS College of Engineering (BMSCE), Bangalore

l

Rupanshu Ranjan and Suryan Nagendra – Bheemana Khandre Inst of Tech, Bidar

l

Rahul Raina and Karthik C - Chanabasweshwara Institute of Technology (CIT), Tumkur

l

Chaitanya Hebbal & Pratik Patil – Gogte Institute of Technology, Belgaum

l

The six finalists battled it out at the State Finals conducted on 9th April at SJB Institute of Technology,
Bangalore. TCS TechBytes this year was based on the theme of Chess, as quizzing is also a mind
game. The quiz had the following rounds – Secilian Move, King Pins, Dark Knight and Checkmate. Each
of the rounds tested the students spectrum of knowledge in the IT sphere.
The quiz began with quizmaster Giri Balasubramaniam congratulating teams for their success in their
region and welcoming them to the state final. The first two rounds saw BMSCE, CIT, NIE and NITK
scoring points, making the quiz evenly poised. But just as the buzzer rounds began BMSCE decided it
was time to move to the pole position.
They tackled every question with perfect answers and soon had huge lead; before starting the final
round of the quiz they led by forty five points. But their competitors from NITK Suratkal, who were last
years champs had other plans and they almost succeeded in their pursuit coming really close, yet
finishing second behind BMSCE with a narrow margin.
The audience thoroughly enjoyed every bit of the action and won some cool prizes for their answers.
Nagaraj Ijari - VP and Head Bangalore Operations of TCS, Prahlada Rao – Executive Director BITES
and E. S. Chakravarthy - Centre Head TCS Bangalore congratulated the teams and gave away the
prizes.
The State Champions of TCS TechBytes – Akshath A & Arvind V from BMS College of Engineering
received a glittering trophy, a handsome TCS educational scholarship of Rs 60,000/-, Samsung Galaxy
Tab, pendrives, wireless mouse, Fastrack gifcards and haversacks. The Runners-up – Chaitanya K &
Hemant G, NITK, Surathkal also received similar prizes and an educational scholarship of Rs 30,000.
Teams that came 3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th received cellphones, pendrives, wireless mouse, Fastrack giftcards
and haversacks. Earlier at the Regional Level conducted in April, all the Regional winners had received
educational scholarships of Rs 12,000/- each, besides other prizes. The Runners-up had received
Rs.8,000/-.

